
SN Tender 
Clause Description Bidder Query Employer's Response

What is the GPR survey grid interval required, 
generally it is required 50-meter grid interval in 
Smart city project?

GPR survey is not required as per the scope of works. The 
identification of Underground Utility services is to be 
carried out as per clause 2.2.2 of Terms of Reference 
(ToR). 

What is the depth of investigation required for 
underground required? Refer Clause 2.2.2 of TOR 

Does DGPS control point need to traverse from 
nearest SOI benchmark

This is not in the scope of this tender.                                          
Please refer Addendum-1.

DGPS control point need to temporary marking 
with paint on existing structure along the corridor 
or need to construct any benchmark pillar, if 
required than what what is the dimension?

This is not in the scope of this tender.                                           
Please refer Addendum-1.

What is the survey accuracy required by 
DGPS/Total Station? Please refer Addendum-1 

Generally Underground Utiltiy survey count in line 
kilometer but in BOQ quantity is mentioned in 
numbers, the numbers mentioned for utilities is 
9515 )we assume that this number is for cross 
corridor utility only) utilities, is the mentioned 
quantity of utility counted for both the 
underground and overhead if yes please 
mentioned the breakup of underground and 
overhead separately.

The BOQ quantity is based on rough estimate and 
includes both Under Ground & Over Head Utilities.                                          

Bid/tender conditions shall remain unaltered.  

If the number of utilities found more or less than 
9515 than what would be the addiitonal cost for 
per utility. 

Employer shall made payment for actual numbers of 
utilities identified as per accepted rates only                                                                 

(Refer BOQ to the Tender).                                                                                                
There would be no additional payment for 
increase/decrease in number of Utilities. 

W.R.T scope of work & clause no. 2.2.1, you 
have mentioned that all identified utilities shall be 
surveyed for accuracy by DGPS/DGPS Control 
Points to be fixed by the agency but there is not 
specified any specific interval of control points.

Bid/tender conditions shall remain unaltered

(a) So please clarify if there is any specific 
interval for control points or agency will do as per 
his working requirement? 

Please refer Addendum-1

(b) You do not have any pillar specification on 
tender document for DGPS Control Points. So 
please clarify if the agency will fix any pillar or use 
permanent structures for fixing of control points?

This is not in scope of this tender.                                                 
Please refer Addendum-1 

As per Clause no. 3.1, the data supplied by the 
agency in the desired format shall be compared 
with the output of Aerial LIDAR. 

Bid/tender conditions shall remain unaltered

So please clarify if you will supply any common 
master control point to which both LiDAR agency 
and utility survey agency will refer to carryout the 
work?

Employer shall provide the permanent Ground Control 
Points for execution of Utility survey works.                                                   

Please refer Addendum-1 
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Name of Work: Survey, identification of overhead, overground, underground utilities and identification of Power 
Sourcing options for substations along the proposed Delhi-Varanasi High Speed Rail(DVHSR) Corridor  (NIT No. 
NHSRCL/CO/ELECT/UTILITY/2020/05 dated 24/02/2020)
Date: 26.03.2020


